Child Neurology Society Member Benefits

As the professional home of child neurologists, membership in the Child Neurology Society (CNS) provides unparalleled resources and connections to hone your skills, connect with colleagues, and grow your practice. Among the many benefits are:

PROFESSIONAL RESOURCES

As a member of CNS, you have access to an extensive library of case studies, videos, webinars, and podcasts highlighting the latest advancements in child neurology, plus quarterly magazine and regular announcements about the most up-to-date breakthroughs in research and technology so you’re always in the know. Job postings, training program listings, and discounts on annual meeting registration and assessment exams are also available to members.

Case Studies

Our library of case studies provides members with practical insights and real-world scenarios to enhance their expertise in pediatric neurological disorders. Topics include specific child neurology disorders such as epilepsy, comorbidities, and conditions that affect or influence neurological disorders such as sleep and genetics.

Webinars

Our library of webinars allows members to stay up to date on the latest advancements in pediatric neurology, learn from experts in the field, and engage in interactive discussions with peers. The live-streamed and on-demand recordings catalog is updated regularly and available through our members-only access channel.

Podcasts

For those who need a convenient way to access valuable content on the fly, our dedicated podcast series, CNS Brainstorm, includes intimate discussions on a wide range of pediatric neurology topics from a diverse panel of guests aimed to educate and enlighten.

CNS Connections

(quarterly magazine)

Delivered three to four times a year, our proprietary magazine includes interesting articles about the latest developments in child neurology. These updates help members stay informed about advancements in the field and what’s on the horizon.

eConnections

To keep members connected and well-informed, we deliver regular news updates and announcements about happenings within the Child Neurology Society and the pediatric neurology community-at-large.

Annals of Neurology

(clinical journal)

Members benefit from access to this longstanding, prestigious clinical journal, which includes research and studies relevant to both general neurology and child neurology. Members can access current and archived material through the CNS website using their CNS credentials.

Annals of Child Neurology Society

(clinical journal)

This highly targeted, specialized clinical journal provides members with in-depth research and insights specific to pediatric neurology. Members can access current and archived material and may submit manuscripts for consideration.

Training Programs Listing

Members gain access to updated information on child neurology and neurodevelopmental disabilities training programs, including contact details and website links. The listing of CN and NDD training programs is updated year-round.

Job Postings

Whether you’re looking for a new position or want to post an opening, the CNS platform includes a dedicated job board, allowing members to explore career opportunities within the field of child neurology. Detailed information is available through job title hyperlinks.

Discounted Self-Assessment Exams

Members can access self-assessment exams specifically relevant to child neurology at a discounted price, facilitating ongoing knowledge assessment and professional development in this subspecialty.

Discounts on Annual Meeting Registration

The CNS Annual Meeting is THE place to be each fall. Members enjoy reduced registration fees, ensuring cost-effective access to cutting-edge research and networking opportunities in child neurology.
PROFESSIONAL CONNECTIONS, COLLABORATIONS, AND RECOGNITION

As a member of CNS, you have a unique opportunity to collaborate with the best in the field, serve on committees and special interest groups, apply for grants and awards, and mentor the next generation of child neurology professionals. You also gain unrivaled visibility through directories and our members-only online community.

CNS Connect (Online Community)

Community is at the heart of CNS. Together, we can do great things. Our online community platform allows members to connect with peers in child neurology for research collaborations, mentorship, and support. Find events, join discussion boards, and share knowledge with the best in the field.

Membership Directory

Our private membership directory helps members connect with peers and build professional relationships. An easy-to-use search engine lets you find members by name, committee, or special interest group.

Find a Neurologist Directory

Members are listed in our user-friendly “Find a Neurologist” directory, guaranteeing parents access to expert care for children with neurological conditions. Additionally, this directory allows members to share their child neurology expertise, attracting patients with pediatric neurological needs.

Special Interest Groups

Special interest groups (SIG) cater to members interested in specific aspects of child neurology, encouraging collaboration and focused exploration of topics within the subspecialty. Our growing number of SIGs play an essential role in sharing best practices and cutting-edge research. As a member, you can join an existing SIG or petition to start a new SIG — the choice is yours.

Committee Leadership Roles

Looking to engage more with CNS? Opportunities to take on leadership roles within committees related to child neurology enable members to actively contribute to the society’s mission and foster personal and professional growth. With 15 committees, there’s a group that fits your interests and expertise. (Active and Junior Member Categories)

Board Leadership Roles

Members can also pursue board leadership roles within the Child Neurology Society, influencing the direction of the organization’s future initiatives and strategies. (Active Member Category)

Grants

Scientific research, studies, and clinical trials often require funding. CNS members can apply for grants, some of which are earmarked for research and initiatives specific to child neurology. Grants and endowment funds are awarded annually in a range of categories.

Awards

Recognition and awards programs within CNS acknowledge outstanding contributions and achievements in pediatric neurology, promoting excellence in the field. Each of the awards, given annually, is named in honor of a well-respected member(s) who left a mark on CNS and the child neurology community.

Professional Camaraderie and Mentorship

The Child Neurology Society fosters camaraderie among members, providing opportunities for mentorship and professional growth within the field of pediatric neurology. With members from around the world, the breadth of diverse knowledge and perspectives is unmatched.